We prove that the Fourier transform of the exponential e −βV (R) of the static interquark potential in QCD is positive. It has been shown by Eliott Lieb some time ago that this property allows in the same limit of static spin independent potential proving certain mass relation between baryons with different quark flavors.
Convex potentials and potentials with positive laplacians have bound states with radial/orbital excitations ordered in certain ways [1] [2] . The convexity of V (r) has been proven some time ago [3] .
Here we would like to argue that the Fourier transform of e −βV (r) is positive. E. Lieb [4] has shown that this property implies, in particular the inequality (first conjectured in [5] ):
M(mmm) + M(mµµ) = 2M(mmµ) (0.1)
for baryons made of quarks with the above masses and with spin and flavor (mass) independent pairwise interaction V (r).
Following Wilson we define for any closed path c in an Euclidean four-dimensional Lattice:
the path ordered product of the U matrices associated with the links of c. The Euclidean path integral average is indicated by <>. It involves integrating over all dU l with the positive weight:
with (S i F (U) the fermion propagator in the U background and can be shown to be positive [6] , [7] , [8] . Consider the special case where c = c(R, T ) is a rectangle of "time-direction" height T and width R. The static potential between two heavy quarks separated by a distance R is given by
The argument for (4) is well-known.
Let us start at t = 0 with a QQ state with the quark Q and anti-quarkQ at ± 
where the factor e −2M T associated with the free propagation of the two heavy quarks is omitted, and equation (5) 
which using (4) implies the convexity of the potential
Let us next prove the positivity of the Fourier transform (F.T.) of e −T V (r) . We will do so by a slight modification of the proof of the positivity of F.T. of certain four-point functions [9] . Let us then consider the following evolution which is a slight modification of that describe above in the proof of equation (4) . Let the heavy quarks QQ be produced at t = 0 and r = 0, and then separate, still at t = 0, by moving Q to r andQ to r 2 . After pure-timelike propagation to t = T we bring back Q andQ to r = 0 and annihilate them there. In this case the Wilson loop factor W ( r 1 , r 2 , T ) corresponds to the closed path of fig. 1 .
We can separate it into the product of U matrices along the " r 1 like line" (going from 0, 0 to r 1 , 0, then to r 1 T and then to 0, T ) and a similar product over the reverse r 2 line" (connecting 0, 0 to r 2 , 0 to r 1 , T to 0, T )
We are interested in the Fourier transform of e −T V (R) . To find the latter courier
By exchanging orders of the trace, the d r 1 , d r 2 integration and the dµ(U) path integral averaging we can write:
which is manifestly positive definite. Next we note that apart from some initial and final small corrections the Q andQ were at a fixed distance | r 1 − r 2 | for all the duration of the evolution. Hence we expect, particularly in the T → ∞ limit of interest, that [10] W c ( r 1 , r 2 , T ) ≈
The positivity of L(P, T ) then implies the desired positivity of the Fourier transform of e −T V (r) .
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